FLAG STANDS
EPS-Doublet offers a wide variety of outdoor branding solutions, including stand-alone flag
systems. Choose the height and configuration that will provide the greatest message broadcast
based on your location, and customize the graphics to fully satisfy your brand’s identity or
promotional offer. The temporary nature of flag stands, versus traditional sunken or bolted poles,
makes them an ideal solution for retail storefronts, outdoor festivals and event wayfinding.
ALL DIMENSIONS = BANNER WIDTH X BANNER LENGTH X MAX POLE HEIGH

FLAGSTAND 1
The FlagStand 1 is a lightweight, portable flag stand perfect for all
outdoor events and marketing campaigns. It is very stable even in strong
winds and is available either with a weighted base or with a ground
stake. Available in 3 sizes.
Small – 39.5” x 70” x 78.75”
Medium – 39.5” x 110” x 118.25”
Large – 39.5” x 150” x 157.5”

FLAGSTAND XL
A stable, portable flag stand with a telescopic function, making it
possible to vary the height up to 18’. The simple construction with very
few loose parts allows simple transportation and makes the product fast
to mound and set up. The FlagStand XL comes in two versions: one with
weighted plates, the other with water bladder weights.
47.25” x 181.25” x

216.5”
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WIND DANCER
Wind Dancer is an excellent solution for outdoor banner display. It offers
and adjustable display height of up to 207” and comes with a hollow
base allowing the option of adding either water or sand. The constructed
unit is easy to position, erect and remove.
43” x 144” x 207”

WIND DANCER LT
A smaller version of the standard Wind Dancer flag stand, the LT display
has an adjustable height of up to 162”. The Wind Dancer LT comes with
a hollow base allowing the option of adding either water or sand. The
constructed unit is easy to position, erect and remove.
31.5” x 90” x 162”
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